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The author of this book is one of the few people who have been fascinated by the
strangest axiomatic system of set theory ever produced: Quine's "New Foundations"
(NF). Ibis system is therefore the main topic of the book, even if other theories with a
universal set are approached. One may read chapter 2 first, which is a good survey of the
main results on NF and related systems (NF3, NFU, KF). The more specialized chapter 3
(about Bemays-Rieger permutation method applied to NF) goes in the direction of the
author's interests. Chapter 4 describes Church's and Mitchell's set theories. Chapter 1
gives the notation and some motivations. Chapter S contains open problems. There is a
comprehensive bibliography. In the preface, the author recognizes that his book is not a
monograph or a textbook, but an essay somewhat biased in the direction of his interests.
Nevertheless, the book is for the moment the one place where the current research on NF is
explained in detail.

NF got out of Pandora's box when Quine [19371 wanted to avoid the inconvenience
that in Russell's theory of types TT (based on axioms of extensionality and stratified
comprehension) each notion is duplicated at the different type levels. His solution was
radically simple: put all the type levels at the same level, Le. use TT as a one-sorted theory.
So, by a mere sleight of hand, he got NF: the one-sorted theory generated by the axioms of
TT. It is fascinating that NF is not a simple variant of TT. In TTthe universes can be finite
or not, well-ordered or not, but in NF the universe cannot be well-ordered and is therefore
infinite. This famous result of Specker [1953] shows that the consistency strength of NF is
at least the one of TT+AI (axiom of infinity). In his book (p. 131), Forster conjectures that
NF is as strong as Z (Zermelo's set theory). My conjecture is that NF is not stronger than
TT+AI. But since its consistency relative to a classical set theory (like ZF) is still an open
problem, the pessimistic conjecture that NF is inconsistent is not unreasonable. Specker's
result is the cornerstone of the development of mathematics in NF, since it has the happy
consequence that Frege's arithmetic works in NF. On the other hand, it leads to a general
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question: which structures (linear orderings, ultrafilters, algebraic structures,...) can be put
on the universe? Nothing has been done in this direction. Another problem is to find
alternative proofs of Specker's result. I know an (unsuccessful) attempt due to Hao Wang
[1953], based on Hailperin's [1944] finite axiomatization of NF, and there is an incorrect
proof in Skolem [/962] (p. 52). Forster's book contains a lot of results about cardinal
arithmetic in NF, including some nice independence results due to Orey [1964], Henson
[1969] and Petty [1975]. The following questions are still open: does NF prove that there

are infinitely many infinite cardinals? Does NF prove that &tó exists? A result of Hinnion
[1979] shows that a positive answer to the second question would imply that NF is
stronger than Z. It is clear that the development of cardinal (and ordinal) arithmetic in NF
remains a task for the future.

By definition, all (proper) axioms of NF are stratified, but they have unstratified conse-
quences, like (Эх)(х € x). Another result of Specker [1962] shows that the stratified theo-
rems of NF are exactly the theorems of 7T+AA, where AA is the set of all ambiguity ax-
ioms a ** a * (where a is any stratified sentence and a * is obtained by raising all the
types in a by 1). Specker's proof is by model theory and can be simplified via the Keisler-
Shelah isomorphism theorem (Boffa [1977]). Kaye [1991] refined the result Crabbé [1975;
1978] found a proof-theoretical argument, which has been extended recently by Dzierz-
gowski [1993] in the context of intuitionistic logic. SoiVFisequiconsistent with ТГ+АА. A
similar reduction holds for subsystems of NF like NFU (where the axiom of extensionality
is restricted to the nonempty sets) or NF3 (where the axioms of comprehension are those
which use no more than 3 types) and has led to consistency proofs of these systems due to
Jensen [1968/69] and Grishin [1969]. But the consistency of NF remains open. Perhaps
the following fact gives an idea of the gap between NFU and NF, in terms of models of
ZF (without the axiom of choice) with an automorphism j (Boffa [1988]): a model of
NFU can be obtained from/ as soon as y moves some ordinal number, and a simple com-
pactness argument provides such an automorphism, but for NF we have to assume that
j{c) - 2c for some cardinal number c. Nobody has produced such an automorphism, but
other interesting automorphisms were obtained by Cohen [1974]. A new approach of NF
and NFU has been given by Holmes [1991].

Let me conclude with this nice excerpt from Forster's book (p. 2): "The view behind
this book is that one should think of the paradoxes as supernatural creatures, oracles, minor
demons, etc. — on whom one should keep a weather eye in case they make prophecies or
otherwise divulge information from another world not obtainable by any other means."
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